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ABSTRACT

There has been increasing interest in integrating ethics into the classroom. Many have accredited such interest to the corporate scandals (Enron, WorldCom, Arthur Andersen, Tyco, and many others) that have plagued businesses starting in the late 1990s and continuing into the 21st century and that have resulted in financial failure to stakeholders and society. These scandals have brought business schools under serious criticism for “neglecting one of the most important and critical aspects of business education,” that is business ethics (Luthar & Karri, 2005).

The Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) has called for the integration of ethics into curricula of business schools. According to Cosier (2008), this integration should be occurring irrespective of the method of delivering education – whether this integration occurs through social networking, distance learning, or other forms of delivery made possible by technological advancements. What is derived from Cosier is that there is a need for academic institutions to take decisive action in the building of an ethical foundation for future business leaders. Though government regulation and litigation form part of the solution, many see academic institutions as a “mechanism to bring about positive ethical change” (Dufresne & Offstein, 2005).

Evidence suggests that integrating ethics into the classroom brings about positive and socially desirable outcomes. For example, Lopez et al. (2005) found that tolerance for unethical behavior had actually decreased with formal business education. Another study showed that both male and female undergraduate students (from freshman to senior status) as well as MBA students who received ethical instruction in the classroom believe that ethics are tied to positive business outcomes. It is not enough that business schools offer ethics courses – what is required is exposure to both stand-alone courses and ethics that are integrated into the curriculum.

The purpose of this special session is to invite, stimulate interest, and encourage participants, both on the panel and among the attendees, to not only reflect on current approaches used in ethics education, but also on what can be included in our classes to improve this critical component of the curriculum.
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